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“Every engineering company I’ve worked for, at some point I’ve 
been the only female engineer in the o�ce,” she says. “And, my 
engineering background gives me a di�erent perspective on how to 
do things.” �e message is clear: Not an issue.

“She knew she was going to have to use her [education],” says 
Nancy. “It is a tremendous advantage to have that mechanical 
ability, and she’s got it.” Farming is still a physical job, but “I think 
the equipment and technology has made it less of a man’s world 
because it takes some of the physicality out of it,” says Kristin.

Meanwhile, the soil and hydrology principles of structural 
engineering show up with compaction prevention techniques in 
the farm’s no-till �elds. Loaded grain carts rarely, if ever, enter 
the �elds, where the water table is high. “Someone told me this 
[part of Iowa] used to be a swamp,” says Bill, “and it’s still pre�y 
wet.” Loaded carts travel primarily on grass roads le� unplanted at 
regular intervals. “We’ll lose a couple of acres here and there,” says 
Bill, “but nothing was going to grow in those end rows anyway” 
because of compaction, he says.

Kristin is bringing her dad along technology-wise while learning 
the agronomy ropes from him. It started with autosteer, though 
Bill was reluctant. “At �rst I thought, ‘Wait, I came here because I 
like to drive tractors,’” he laughs, but the e�ciency in eliminating 
overlap was too hard to ignore. Bill says yield data is telling them 
where tiling in those wet �elds will be needed or will need to be 
updated, another way technology is in�uencing the farm now and 
for the future.

�e two drilled soybeans while using their planter for corn, 
meaning the crops could be planted in their respective plots at the 
same time. �ey also use the drill to plant cover crops on their 
soybean land and even custom-plant cover crops for neighbors. 
Research shows the economics of buying a grain drill to plant 
soybeans vary depending on acreage and market price, but the time 
savings are real, and that’s important to Kristin. 

“It’s up to you if you’re going to make farming your whole life. 
I have a husband in town, and I would like to start a family,” she 
says. “I would like to do other things.”

KRISTIN EYES GROWTH with some skepticism, at least in the 
traditional sense of expansion. But, as Nancy says, “I can see her 
doing something really creative with the farm.”

“I would much rather stay a li�le bit smaller and look into 
alternative or organic crops,” Kristin says. “Keeping it a manageable 
size so I can do it myself�or possibly with my mom or a sister�is 
appealing to me.”

“We raised all the girls to have their own careers, to stand on 
their own,” says Nancy. Kristin acknowledges she still has much to 
learn, but couldn’t have a be�er teacher. “I’m living the dream,” she 
says, and elbows her dad. “And he’s teaching me.”

Bill smiles, lips pursed. “Aaaw, she knows how,” he drawls. �en, 
seriously: “She’s teaching us.”   

IF YOU ASK BILL TUCKER, there is some crossover between 

his career and his farming life, especially when it comes to 

the equipment. “I chose a specialty in medicine that is more 

mechanical engineering than anything,” says the former 

cardiovascular surgeon. “It’s a pump, fluid, valves and hoses ... 

same sort of thinking with the hydraulics on your tractor.”

Their backgrounds might explain why both Bill and daughter 

Kristin—a forensic engineer—are impressed with AGCO 

equipment. Bill and wife, Nancy, have always run legacy Allis-

Chalmers, going back to their earliest days on the farm in North 

Carolina. “When AGCO introduced the CVT transmission, we traded 

up,” Bill says, “and now would not consider purchasing a tractor 

without the CVT.” Staying with the legacy equipment, Bill bought a 

White Planters™ 8816 when his Allis 333 was worn out. Rounding 

out a barnyard full of AGCO equipment are a Sunflower® 4511 disk 

chisel, a Sunflower 6333 soil finisher and a Sunflower 9421 drill.

They took delivery last fall on a Gleaner® S77 combine, as well. 

Calling it an “engineering feat,” Kristin says it’s the first combine 

she has ever used and likely spoiled her for the rest. Bill had 

been using a Gleaner R52. “We had no problems with the R52. 

Needing more capacity, we traded up to the S77,” he says. “It is 

ingenious how they increased the capacity of the machine while 

maintaining the size and low weight.”

Indeed, the S77 is the lightest combine in its class. That 

is important to Bill, who notes their fields are often wet and 

subject to compaction. Meanwhile, the 9250 DynaFlex® header 

allows the operator to take the crop right at ground level. “The 

introduction of the 9250 draper headers has totally changed the 

harvest of soybeans,” Bill says.

The family works with three dealers: Central Iowa Farm 

Store in Marshalltown, Kruseman Implement in Sully and Goos 

Implement in Gladbrook. “They have been so good and helpful 

to us that we will remain loyal to them, and they keep us coming 

back to AGCO,” Bill says. “We have AGCO machinery because it 

is well designed, pleasant and comfortable to operate, and does 

the job that we expect, efficiently and economically.”

A Y�rd Fu��
Of AGCO

VISIT WITH BILL, NANCY AND KRISTIN. Video and a photo 

gallery take you inside the operation at myFarmLife.com/pyle.
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